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Euskadi—The Basque Country, sometimes spelled Euskada 
 
Euskadi ta Askatasuna (ETA)—a Basque nationalist and separatist organization 
 
Euskara—The Basque Language 
 
Gernika—Basque spelling of the Spanish, Guernica. 
 
Gure Aitaren Etxea—Our Father’s House 
 




Nire Aitaren Etxea—My Father’s House 
 





























All works are by Eduardo Chillida unless otherwise indicated.  
 
 
Fig. 1  Eduardo Chillida in his studio, 1980.  
 
Fig. 2 A view of Gure Aitaren Etxea (Our Father’s House), Parque de los Pueblos de 
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Fig. 3 Construction of Styrofoam Model, March 1987.  
 
Fig. 4 Construction of Wooden Form, May 1987.  
 
Fig. 5 Gure Aitaren Etxea (detail), 1988. Gernika, Basque Country.  
 
Fig. 6 Pablo Picasso, Guernica, 1937. Oil on canvas, 349.3 x 776.6 cm.  
The Museo Reina Sofía, Madrid. 
 
Fig. 7 Gernika after the bombing, April 1937.  
 
Fig.  8  Gure Aitaren Etxea (detail), 1988.  
 
Fig.  9 Traditional Basque funerary stela. 
 
Fig. 10 Ilarik (Funerary Stela), 1951.Wrought iron, 73.6 x 10 x 10 cm.  
Collection Ida Chagall, Paris. 
 
Fig. 11  Estela a Picasso (Steel for Picasso), 1975. Iron, 19 x 9 x 7.5 cm. 
Collection Galerie Beyeler, Basel. 
  
Fig. 12  Haizearen Orrazia, (Comb of the Wind), 1977. Donostía, Spain.  
 
Fig. 13 Chillida and Jose Tasende, La Jolla, CA, 1983.  
 
Fig. 14  Gabriel Aresti, ca. 1970.  
 
Fig. 15  Cover of Aresti’s poetry collection, Harri eta herri (Rock and Stone). 
 
Fig. 16  Bas-Relief, 1972. Alabaster.    
 
Fig. 17  Gure Aitaren Etxea, 1988. Gernika, Basque Country.  
 
Fig. 18  In Praise of the Air, 1956. Iron, 132 x 33 x 23 cm. Private Collection. 
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Fig. 22 The Rumor of Limits IV, 1959, Iron, 105.5 x 94 x 76 cm. Collection Washington 
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Fig. 24  Jorge Oteiza in his studio.  
 
Fig. 25  Jorge Oteiza at the São Paolo Biennial, 1957.   
 
Fig. 26 Jorge Oteiza, model of “The Cube,”   
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Fig. 31  Gravitación XL, 1987-88. Collage of handmade paper, black ink, string.  
58.5 x 38 cm. Museo Nacional Centro de Arte, Reina Sofia, Madrid.  
 
Fig. 31  Elogio del horizonte (Eulogy to the Horizon), 1990. Concrete, 15 x 12 x 10 m.  
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Fig. 32  I.M. Pei, Mesa Laboratory, 1961. Boulder, Colorado.   
 
Fig. 33 Richard Serra, Nine, 2019. Forged steel, nine rounds between 108 x 274.3 cm and 
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Fig. 34  Le Corbusier, Notre-Dame du Haut, 1955. Ronchamp, France. 
 








…here, in my Basque Country, I feel at home, like a tree planted firmly in its terrain, tied to its 
territory but with its branches open to the world.  




The sculpture Gure Aitaren Etxea (Our Father’s House), 1988, by Eduardo Chillida 
(1924-2002) (figure 1), rises from a cobblestone foundation in the Parque de los Pueblos de 
Europa in the small Basque city of Gernika. Like a buck within a forest clearing, the work is 
spotted between trees from across the park, stilled but almost certainly alive (figure 2). The 
architecturally complex work measures over thirty feet in height, the grandiose rhythm of its 
concrete curves achieved through a multi-step casting process involving a foam negative and 
wooden mold, the imprint of the timber slats still visible on the undisguisedly rough concrete 
surface (figures 3-5). Like the colonnade of Saint Peter’s Basilica in Rome, the two walls angle 
outward in a welcoming embrace. The walls, topped by eyelets at the upper corners, are 
conjoined by an empty circular space reminiscent of a medieval rose window. The thick semi-
circular arcs meander through the empty space, appearing as delicate as the armature tracery in 
stained glass. Impressed upon by the sculpture’s mute authority, one enters the work with a 
reverence typically reserved for religious buildings.  
The sculpture’s location, Gernika, is perhaps best known as the civilian target of the 1937 
Spanish Civil War aerial attack, immortalized by Pablo Picasso in the eponymous painting, 
Guernica (figure 6).1 Picasso completed his monumental canvas just five weeks after the 
 
1 Guernica is the Spanish spelling of the Basque city. I have chosen to use the Basque, ‘Gernika,’ throughout this 
thesis. Additionally, when accessible, I have used the Basque titles of Chillida’s artwork. Where it appears that 
Chillida gave his sculptures Spanish titles, such as Rumor de limites, I have tried my best to honor the artists 
intentions accordingly. 
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bombing, exhibiting it in the Spanish Pavilion at Paris’s Exposition Internationale des Arts et 
Techniques that same year. At the time, some critics accused Picasso of tasteless opportunism, 
claiming that the artist was capitalizing on the public’s sensitivity toward the widely reported 
tragedy. 2 The fact that no Basque artists were invited to participate in the exposition only 
compounded these reports.3 Regardless of the validity of such claims, today the work is 
considered one the most important paintings of the twentieth century and is exemplary of 
Picasso’s ability to confound perspective and create chaos through fragmented planes. Gijs ven 
Hensbergen refers to the effect as a visual reprimand of humankind’s penchant for cruelty.4 Not 
only has the canvas become synonymous with the 1937 bombing, it is repeatedly invoked 
regarding “indiscriminate slaughter in whatever corner of the world such tragedy takes place.”5  
Chillida’s sculpture is also a monument to the historic aerial attack; unlike Picasso’s 
painting, however, Gure Aitaren Etxea was completed in 1988, fifty years after the tragic event it 
commemorates. Such temporal distance, which contradicts the immediacy of Picasso’s response 
to the event, is in keeping with the contemplative state Chillida’s work elicits. While extensive 
documentation proves that Guernica was the result of extensive planning, the fierce 
expressiveness of form and complex layering of shapes suggest an artistic spontaneity 
 
 
2 In 1937, the Basque government pointedly withheld praise of Picasso’s Guernica. According to some accounts, 
Manuel de Irujo, a Basque PNV (Nationalist Party) delegate, refused a direct invitation from Picasso to view the 
work privately in his Paris studio. Picasso even offered the painting “for the Basque people,” a gift which Basque 
President Aguirre declined. The most outward denouncement of the painting came from Basque artist José Maria 
Ucelay, who also contributed work to the 1937 Spanish Pavilion. Of Guernica, Ucelay said, “as a work of art it’s 
one of the poorest things ever produced in the world. It has no sense of composition, or for that matter 
anything…it’s just 7 x 3 metres of pornography, shitting on Gernika, on Euskadi, on everything.” See Gijs ven 
Hensbergen, Guernica: The Biography of a Twentieth-Century Icon. New York: Bloomsbury Publishing, 2004. 72.   
  
3 Jorge Oteiza, “Utopia and Political Failure in Contemporary Art”, in Oteiza: Propósito Experimental, ed. 
Fundación Caja de Pensiones (Bilboa: Fundación Caja de Pensiones), 333.  
 
4 Gijs van Hensbergen, Guernica, 3.  
 
5 Gijs van Hensbergen, Guernica, 6.  
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appropriate to the tumultuous context of its production. 6 Comparatively, Chillida sculpture is 
curiously metamorphic; its own gray volumes crawling through space with a powerful sense of 
careful deliberation. Architectonic in design, Chillida’s sculpture designates an interior space 
while remaining accessible through its incorporation of open forms. Upon entry, one discovers a 
place at once earthbound and otherworldly, a reminder of the vast manifold reality of our 
universe. This thesis examines the sources of Gure Aitaren Etxea’s spiritual dimension, paying 
particular attention to the underlying Basque influences of Chillida’s work. My chief argument—
mainly that Gure Aitaren Etxea transcends the objective confines of sculpture and results in the 
creation of place—will be studied through four categories organized into corresponding chapters: 
Poetry, Philosophy, Religion and Material—though the thresholds between each section 
predictably overlap.  
Chapter one, “Poetry,” places the artist in dialogue with his literary contemporary, 
Gabriel Aresti. Aresti’s most celebrated poem, Nure Aitaren Etxea, provided the inspiration for 
the title of Chillida’s sculpture, a detail widely recognized by Basques, but which has remained 
unacknowledged in literature on Chillida outside of the region. The second half of chapter one 
investigates the theme of etxea and applies its elements to the place-making quality of Chillida’s 
sculpture. Etxea, the Basque word for home, is a motif that proliferates in the Basque Country 
but whose English translation fails to embody the word’s rich multiplicity. With respect for its 
complexity, etxea can be understood to extend past the idea of home, and to encompass the 
source of a family’s economic, social and spiritual longevity.  
Chapter two, “Philosophy,” focuses on Chillida’s relationship with German philosopher 
Martin Heidegger and his essay “Art and Space,” a text to which Chillida contributed seven 
 
6 For photos of the evolution of Guernica’s design from its earliest conception, see See Gijs ven Hensbergen, 
Guernica: The Biography of a Twentieth-Century Icon. New York: Bloomsbury Publishing, 2004.  
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lithographic illustrations. “Art and Space” communicates Heidegger’s philosophy regarding the 
physical and receptive qualities of space as expressed in sculpture. I understand Gure Aitaren 
Etxea as visual articulation of Heidegger’s philosophical ideas. Other scholars have recognized 
the parallels between the two men’s work, including Andrew J. Mitchell, whose essay, “The Art 
of Dwelling,” had an incalculable effect on my own comprehension of the subject, and curator 
Peter Selz, who described Heidegger and Chillida as connected by the “ultimate reality of the 
void” in his 1986 monograph on the artist.7 
In response to Selz’s comment, Basque historian, Joseba Zulaika, noted “that such 
‘ultimate reality of the void’ has its roots in the local Basque culture’s ‘negative aesthetics’ as 
articulated in [Jorge] Oteiza’s many writings on the topic.”8 Following Zulaika’s impetus, my 
third chapter, “Religion,” concentrates on the Basque sculptor and art theorist Jorge Oteiza. 
Oteiza’s book, Quousque tandem…! (For how long...!) explicitly acknowledges the symbolic 
role the void has historically played in Basque culture. As such, Oteiza’s text connects space to 
the Basque Country in a manner Heidegger’s essay fails to do. Additionally, Oteiza emphasized 
sculpture’s religious mandate and his writing on the subject offers the opportunity to consider 
Chillida’s personal religious views, a topic unaddressed in scholarly studies of the artist until 
now. 
Chapter four, “Material,” considers Chillida’s choice of concrete as his material and 
analyzes how its physical attributes contribute to the sculpture’s spiritual presence. The chapter 
includes a comparison of Gure Aitaren Etxea and Henry Moore’s bronze, Large Figure in a 
Shelter, 1987. Like Chillida’s sculpture, Moore’s work was also commissioned by the Basque 
 
7 Peter Selz and James Johnson Sweeney, Chillida. (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1986), 113-117. 
  
8 Joseba Zulaika, Oteiza’s Selected Writings (Reno: University of Nevada Press, 2003), 22.  
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government and stands just thirty yards away from Gure Aitaren Etxea in Gernika’s Parque de 
los Pueblos. The place-making quality of Chillida’s work is emphasized by Moore’s less 
successful intervention on the landscape.   
In order to shed light on the historical, cultural, and human context of the production of 
Chillida’s sculpture, it is essential to provide details on the Spanish Civil War itself. In the one-
hundred years prior to the Gernika attack, the Basque Country had experienced prolonged 
political and social turmoil. Before 1839, the region enjoyed cultural autonomy mandated by the 
Fueros, or Basque Code of Rights.9 By the early nineteenth century, however, the seven Basque 
provinces suffered under increased hostility throughout Spain between liberals and 
traditionalists.10 This conflict played out in the Carlist Wars of 1833 to 1876, a series of regional 
civil wars historians understand as the precursor to the 1936 Spanish Civil War. In the last two 
decades of the nineteenth century, Sabino de Arana (1865-1903) led a campaign to revive 
Basque nationalist sentiment, which had faltered drastically since the final Carlist Wars in 1876, 
the conclusion of which had stripped the Basque Country of its last remnants of autonomy. 
During this time, Basque cultural, ethnic, and linguistic heritages had been largely forgotten and 
Basque nationalist ideology was especially weak.11  
 
9 Robert Clark, The Basques: The Franco Years and Beyond. Reno: University of Nevada Press, 1979. 18-21. The 
ancient fueros are said to have existed in the Basque Country as an oral tradition from as early as the seventh 
century. With respect to their complexity, the fueros emphasized a tradition of self-government and a respect for 
local authority. Robert Clark describes foral democracy as, “a state of mind, a refusal of each local group to consider 
itself affected by happenings in other parts of the peninsula.” Also of note is Chillida’s 1980 collaboration with 
Basque architect Luis Peña Ganchegui on the Plaza de los Fueros in Vitoria-Gasteiz. 
  
10 The Basque Spanish provinces include Alava, Guipúzcoa, Navarra and Vizcaya. The three French provinces 
include Labourd, Basse Navarre and Soule. Gernika lies within the province of Vizcaya, about twelve kilometers 
inland from the Bay of Biscay. 
  
11 A quick but important note on Basque nationalism, as the term will arise intermittently throughout the context of 
this thesis: political and cultural views in the Basque Country are as varied and divided as anywhere else, to argue a 
homogenizing nationalistic identity would be inaccurate and reductive. However, nationalism in the Basque Country 
is understood as a culture cutting ideology; to speak of nationalism is not to suggest the superiority of the Basque 
race or a commitment to culturally exclusionary practices, but rather as a symbolic dimension united primarily by 
 6 
According to historian Robert Clark, “it would be impossible to exaggerate the 
importance of Sabino de Arana’s contribution to the ideology of Basque nationalism.”12 Many of 
Chillida’s personal views, as well as those of the other Basque cultural practitioners mentioned 
throughout this thesis, are mirrored in Arana’s extensive writings on the topic. 13 In addition to 
reviving interest in the Basque language, Euskera, Arana created the Partido Nacionalista 
Vasco, or Basque Nationalist Party (PNV), in 1885. During the Second Spanish Republic (1931-
1939) and throughout the Spanish Civil War, the PNV aligned itself with the left-leaning 
Republican government in its fight against the Nationalists, a coalition of conservatives led by 
Francisco Franco. The Nationalists—not to be confused with those who supported ‘Basque 
nationalism’—were referred to by most outside the party as fascistas, or the Fascist Party. The 
Spanish Civil War can be summarized as a fight between Republicans, who, together with the 
communists, socialists, and anarchists, supported increased liberalization, and the Nationalists, 
who, under Franco, advocated for a single Spain united by conservative values. On the whole, 
The Basques were great supporters of the Republican Party. Thanks to the ideology established 
by Arana and the PNV’s clandestine activity in the years following the war, Basque culture 
survived the dark days of Francoist Spain, which officially ended with the dictator’s death in 
1975. 
The Gernika bombing was one of the most significant events of the Spanish Civil War 
and was crucial to Franco’s victory in 1939. Hermann Goering, with Franco’s complicit support, 
 
territory and the defense of a marginalized language and culture. See Larraitz Ariznabarreta, Notes on Basque 
Culture: The Aftermath of Epics (Reno: Independently published, 2019). 
 
12 Clark, The Basques, 44.   
 
13 Clark, The Basques, 44. Clark identifies six principles of Arana’s nationalist ideology. They include: the 
paramount role of the Catholic religion; the inherent union of all Basques, the racial nature of nationalism, and race 
as being defined by language; the nonviolent approach to separation; and finally, the tentative nature of internal 
political organization.   
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originally scheduled the bombing for Monday, April 19, 1937, as a gift to Hitler on his forty-
ninth birthday. It was delayed to the following Monday, April 26, due to inclement weather.14 To 
maximize damage, they scheduled the attack for a Monday, when farmers and civilians from the 
surrounding area corralled themselves in the town’s center for the weekly market day. A legion 
of German condor planes dropped forty tons of explosives on the crowded area, strafing unarmed 
citizens with machine gun bullets as they fled for cover in the surrounding hills (figure 7). 
Known as “Koppelwurf,” or the saturated bombing of a concentrated area, this strategy—the 
annihilation of an undefended target—would come to define the method of “total war” utilized 
by Germany and its allies in World War II.15  
It is important to note that Gernika was an open city—that is, it was undefended and held 
virtually no strategic military value. In his book, The Bombing of Gernika: A Short History, 
Xabier Irujo explains why Gernika was nonetheless targeted. Irujo first makes note of the city’s 
population, that is, it was large enough to attract attention but small enough that it could be 
destroyed in its entirety—an act Franco hoped would equate to a psychologically crushing 
display of force and a fierce warning to any future forces of opposition to his autocratic rule. 
Additionally, since Gernika had yet to be bombed, the city presented an opportunity for 
Luftwaffe units to measure accurately the impact of their attack. While many European cities 
bore the scars of earlier wars, Gernika presented an unscathed surface, one which made it easy 
for the German military to assess the efficacy of its new strategy. Put bluntly, Gernika “was 
 
14 Xabier Irujo, The Bombing of Gernika, a Short History (University of Reno, Nevada Press, 2018), 61. Hitler’s 
birthday was technically April 20, 1889. Göring offered military bombings as gifts to Hitler on the day of, or days 
preceding, the Fuhrer’s birthday on more than one occasion, including but not limited to: April 20, 1940 in Namsos, 
April 20, 1941 in Athens, April 19th, 1941 in Plymouth and London. 
 
15 Irujo, The Bombing of Gernika, 107-110. An estimated 85.22 percent of the buildings in Gernika were completely 
destroyed during the bombing. 99 percent were affected. The city center was entirely leveled. See Xabier  
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suitable for a war experiment.”16 Years later at the Nuremberg trials, commander Goering is said 
to have answered a question regarding the aerial bombing with the bone chilling response, 
“Gernika? We had to gain experience somehow.”17 
Additionally, and more central to the purpose of this thesis, the city also held significant 
cultural value, a factor of utmost consequence to Franco’s quest to eradicate Basque culture. For 
many, Gernika was the spiritual capital of the Basque race, seat of the Casa de Juntas, the 
parliament building, and home to the sacred Tree of Gernika. The ancient oak is the most 
enduring symbol of Basque freedom and democracy, the site in which the original Fueros were 
negotiated between the Basques and Spanish Crown in 1452.18 Franco saw Gernika’s destruction 
as a definitive blow to Basque morale and the ultimate step in suppressing Basque resistance 
efforts. Amazingly, while the majority of the city was reduced to a smoldering rubble, the 
ancient tree and historic Casa de Juntas remained unharmed. Many Basques interpreted their 
survival as evidence that their liberty was divinely granted. As such, Franco’s attempt backfired. 
According to novelist Robert Laxalt, who personified Gernika in his writing on the subject, 
“[Franco] made the common error in judgement of tyrants who create an individual martyr 
instead of a faceless host of victims.”19 After the war, the city continued to attract pilgrims from 
 
16 Irujo, The Bombing of Gernika, 63-65. 
 
17 Robert Laxalt, “Gernika” in Chillida at Gernika: Birth of a Monument, ed. Mary Beth Petersen (La Jolla: Tasende 
Gallery, 1988), sec. 2. 
 
18 Clark, The Basques, 18-21. The ancient fueros are said to have existed in the Basque Country as an oral tradition 
from as early as the seventh century. With respect to their complexity, the fueros emphasized a tradition of self-
government and a respect for local authority. Robert Clark describes foral democracy as, “a state of mind, a refusal 
of each local group to consider itself affected by happenings in other parts of the peninsula.” In 1980 Chillida 
collaborated with Basque architect Luis Peña Ganchegui on the Plaza de los Fueros in Vitoria-Gasteiz. 
  
19 Laxalt, “Gernika,” sec. 2.  
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throughout the country, solidifying its status as the geographic manifestation of Basque 
nationalism.   
The window of Chillida’s sculpture faces the Casa de Juntas, framing the sacred oak and 
connecting the work to Gernika’s spiritual legacy. At its physical limits, Gure Aitaren Etxea 
enters into a dialogue with space, engaging in a constant metamorphosis of ineffable boundaries. 
At once solid and full of air, the structure’s open forms allow the work to be permeated by its 
surrounding environment, negotiating an exchange between material and immaterial. This fusion 
of tangible and intangible, interior and exterior, establishes a continuity with the outside world 
and welcomes a specific place as the source of the sculpture’s creation while simultaneously 
establishing through its presence the existence of an entirely new one.  
Inside the sculpture, a vertical length of steel aligns itself with the circular opening 
opposite the sacred oak (figure 8). The pillar is Chillida’s interpretation of the ancient Basque 
funerary stele, thousands of which can be found in Basque cemeteries across the region. 
According to Zulaika, funerary stelae are “upright stone pillars, typically three to five feet tall, 
with a very definite form: on top of a trapezoidal ‘shoulder’ rests a completely circular disc with 
rays emitting from the center” (figure 9). 20 Chillida challenges the stone relief carving described 
by Zulaika by extending the peak of his stele into three dimensions, thereby disrupting the 
premise of enclosure emphasized in the flattened stone typical of the ancient tradition. Chillida’s 
interpolation is indicative of his character, a man grounded in the traditions of his ancient culture 
but with eyes lifted toward the future.  
Prior to Gure Aitaren Etxea, the stele had been a reoccurring motif in Chillida’s work, 
one he shared with artist Jorge Oteiza, whom Zulaika also credits as “deconstructing the stela’s 
 
20 Zulaika, Oteiza’s Selected Writings, 27.  
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primary axes.”21 Chillida’s first abstract sculpture, an elongated totem of wrought iron, bears the 
title Ilarik, the Basque word for ‘funereal stele’ (figure 10).22 While the commemorative value of 
this early work is unclear—perhaps an homage to the homeland he had just returned to after 
three years in Paris—the stela at Gernika ostensibly honors those lost during the 1937 attack, 
serving as a collective tombstone for the estimated 1,654 casualties.23 Interestingly, Chillida 
often dedicated his stelae to deceased persons as well as to living contemporaries, honoring 
friends and cultural practitioners as varied as Pablo Neruda, Alexander Fleming, Henri Bergson, 
and Pablo Picasso (figure 11).  
By the time Chillida crafted the stele at the center of Gure Aitaren Etxea, he was an 
internationally renowned artist. In 1958 he won the Venice Biennale sculpture prize and a series 
of prominent public commissions followed, including the artist’s best-known work, Haizearen 
Orrazia (The Comb of the Wind), a set of three steel sculptures installed along the coast of La 
Concha Bay in Donostia (San Sebastián) (figure 12). Around that time, James Johnson Sweeney, 
director of the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, declared that Chillida counted as one of the 
three most important sculptors of the modern age.24 Unfortunately for American audiences, the 
sculptor has yet to achieve the same prominence in the United States as he has abroad.  
 
21 Zulaika, Oteiza’s Selected Writings, 27. 
 
22 Giovanni Carandente, “Chillida’s Monumental Sculptures” in Eduardo Chillida. (Cologne: Könemann, 1999), 12.  
 
23 Clark, The Basques, 70. The casualties of the Gernika aerial attack are highly debated and very depending on 
source. Newspapers from the time reported anywhere from 600 to 3,000 deaths. My numbers correspond to those 
reported by the Basque government. 
 
24 Jose Tasende, one of Chillida’s earliest dealers in the United States, shared this anecdote with me during a visit to 
his gallery in La Jolla, California in October 2020. Tasende worked closely with James Johnson Sweeney in 
establishing the artist’s reputation in the US, including collaborating with the curator on multiple exhibitions and 




In Dave Hickey’s essay, “Eduardo Chillida’s Lost Generation”—one of the finest 
assessments of the sculptor’s work—the critic speculates that the neglect of Chillida is due to the 
fact that his work “cannot be linguistically decoded, politically categorized, conceptually 
internalized or psychologically naturalized.”25 According to Hickey, Chillida’s work was too 
“physically alive” to be “comfortably situated within the canons of Greenbergian formalism or 
classical Minimalism” which dominated artistic trends in the United States. Contrary to what 
formalism came to adulate, however, it is these very characteristics that give Chillida’s work an 
enduring gravitas. At the heart of Gure Aitaren Etxea is the astonishing ability to reawaken a 
viewer’s capacity to be affected, to recognize the vast profundity of our physical world and to 
accept the limitations of scientific knowledge. Ultimately, it is a monument to the resilience of 
faith. Chillida’s sculpture thus seeks to conjure qualities found in the ancient wonders of the 
world like the Teotihuacan pyramids, the rock-cut façades in Petra, and the megalithic cromlechs 
scattered throughout the Basque countryside.  
Hickey’s essay is included in “Chillida, 1997,” one of the many exhibition catalogues 
produced by the Tasende Gallery26 in La Jolla, California (figure 13). Additionally, the gallery 
supported the publication of the two most important English monographs on the artist: Chillida 
by Peter Selz in 1986 and Eduardo Chillida by Giovani Carandente in 1999. Both texts are 
standard resources regarding the artist’s work and were integral to my research on Chillida’s life 
and sculptural oeuvre. Of the exhibition catalogues produced by the Tasende Gallery, the most 
important to the context of this thesis is the 1988 publication Chillida at Gernika: Birth of a 
 
25 Dave Hickey, “Eduardo Chillida’s Lost Generation” in Chillida, ed. Sandra Wagner. (Los Angeles: Tasende 
Gallery, 1997), 10. 
 
26 The Tasende Gallery, located in La Jolla, CA, is owned and operated by Jose Tasende. The gallery began 
representing Chillida in the mid-1980’s.  
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Monument, which contains invaluable photographs and preliminary sketches documenting the 
process behind the creation of Gure Aitaren Etxea. The gallery organized small sculptures, 
models and preliminary works into an exhibition which sought to “reflect in America, the work 
of Chillida at Gernika.”27 In conjunction with the installation of Gure Aitaren Etxea in the 
Basque city, the exhibition, curated by Jose Tasende and Mary Beth Petersen, traveled to the 
Chicago International Art Exposition and the Laumeier Sculpture Park in St. Louis. 
In terms of my interdisciplinary approach to Gure Aitaren Etxea, a multitude of 
publications produced by the Basque Studies Department at the University of Reno Nevada 
provided essential information regarding Basque culture and the context in which Chillida 
worked. Of particular note is Xabier Irujo’s aforementioned The Bombing of Gernika: A Short 
History, which summarily recounts in incredible detail the atrocious events which Chillida’s 
sculpture commemorates. Moreover, Larraitz Ariznabarreta’s Notes on Basque Culture: The 
Aftermath of Epics, provided me a clearer understanding of Basque nationalism, art and 
ideologies of resistance. Last but not least, English translations by Amaia Gabantxo of Gabriel 
Aresti’s Harri eta herri, the poetry collection addressed in chapter one, and Zulaika’s translation 
and editing of Oteiza’s Selected Writings made my cross-curricular study possible.  
 Additionally, we are lucky that many of the artist’s personal thoughts have been 
preserved in Eduardo Chillida: Writings, a collection of handwritten notes, speeches and artistic 
musings compiled and edited in close collaboration with the sculptor’s son, Ignacio Chillida. The 
compilation reveals the artist to be a deeply contemplative man, sensitive to both material and 
metaphysical realities. Many of the ideas expressed in Writings helped inform my understanding 
 
27 “Chillida at Gernika: Birth of a Monument” ed. Mary Beth Petersen. (La Jolla: Tasende Gallery).  
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of Chillida’s sculpture as the creation of place and allowed me to set him in conversation with 
















































There is an intimate collaboration, inseparable from space and time, between sculpture and 
poetry. 
—Eduardo Chillida, Writings 
 
 
They will seize all my weapons 
and with my hands I shall defend 
my father’s house; 
 they will cut off my hands 
and with my arms I shall defend  
my father’s house; 
they will leave me with no arms, 
with no shoulders, 
with no breasts, 
and with my soul I shall defend  
my father’s house.  




When Basques hear the words ‘Gure Aitaren Etxea,’ it is not Chillida’s sculpture that 
first comes to mind, but rather the celebrated poem by Gabriel Aresti (1933-1975) with which it 
shares a title. This chapter seeks a deeper understanding of Gure Aitaren Etxea in the life and 
writing of Aresti. I thus position Chillida’s sculptural oeuvre—like that of Aresti’s written 
work—within the larger context of the Basque Country’s cultural resurgence during the latter 
half of the twentieth century. Aresti’s poem, “Nire Aitaren Etxea,” (Aresti’s title, “My Father’s 
House,” varies only slightly from Chillida’s in its possessive article; whereas Chillida used the 
collective ‘our,’ Aresti favored the singular ‘my.’) was included in the poetry collection Harri 
eta herri (Rock & Core), published in 1964 during Franco’s campaign of eradication of the 
Basque language, Euskara.  
 
28 Translation by Toni Strubble. 
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When Aresti first released Harri eta herri, publications in Euskara were outlawed, 
making its release a defiant act, one which Amaia Gabantxo defined in the introduction to her 
2019 translation of Aresti’s poem as “nothing short of an activist pursuit.”29 This chapter will 
address the very visible role Euskara played in Aresti’s poetry while also exploring how the 
language, and its history, inform a spiritual understanding of Chillida’s sculpture. Though Franco 
eventually failed, his efforts to eradicate the language claimed thousands of lives and impacted 
artistic expression in the Basque Country for generations. Aresti was one of the greatest artistic 
voices to be heard through and against this oppression. In borrowing Aresti’s title, Chillida 
embraced the poet’s expression of the indomitable Basque spirit, giving physical form to the 
writer’s illustrious words.      
Furthermore, by including the word etxea in his sculpture’s title, Chillida made reference 
to a central component of the Basque collective consciousness. 30 The second half of this chapter 
focuses on the concept of etxea and investigates the ways the term’s principles present in 
Chillida’s work to help establish a sense of place. Etxea, as previewed in this paper’s 
introduction, embodies for Basque citizens the metaphysical principles of the word home. 
Beyond designating a physical structure, etxea anchors a family’s intergenerational social, 
economic, and spiritual existence. Indeed, Gure Aitaren Etxea can be read as a perennial 
monument to the Basque people, one dedicated to an interminable lineage, illustrated most 
notably through the incorporation of the iron stele at the sculpture’s center. Like a traditional 
Basque etxea, Chillida’s sculpture points toward a metaphysical entity larger than itself. 
 
29 Amaia Gabantxo, “Translator’s Preface” in Downhill and Rock & Core: Gabriel Aresti. (Reno: Center for Basque 
Studies, 2017), X.  
  
30 I owe much of my understanding of etxea to a series of conversations with Larraitz Ariznabarreta that occurred 
during the fall of 2020. Doctor Ariznabarreta is a professor in the Basque Studies Department at the University of 
Reno, Nevada; her text, Notes on Basque Culture, in referenced intermittently throughout this thesis.  
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According to Zulaika, “it is scarcely an exaggeration to suggest that in rural Basque society, 
‘houses’ indeed were more important than ‘people.’”31 
Aresti’s early biography is not outstanding amongst twentieth-century Basques. The poet 
was born in 1933 in Bilbao to a lower-middle-class family (figure 14). His father, a city 
councilor, was an open follower of the Falange, one of the far-right political parties (an 
equivalent of the Fasci Italiani) which supported General Franco’s regime. The falangistas were 
the most radical subset of Franco’s coalition, arguing for extreme economic and social 
modernization in the form of nationalized banks, state-controlled labor syndicates and rapid 
industrialization.32 The falangistas were Franco’s most rabid supporters and demonstrated their 
political allegiance by carrying out the dictator’s most dire orders, including the torture and 
murder of political dissenters.  
As a teenager, Aresti escaped his father’s political influence and spent the subsequent 
years producing literature critical of the Franco regime. In 1948, at the age of fifteen, Aresti 
began to clandestinely study Euskara while completing a business degree at the Escuela de 
Comercio in Bilbao.33 In the late 1950s, under the influence of the city’s literary circle, the writer 
began to formulate his ideology, one that challenged political conservatism and clerical 
influence—principles championed by Franco that had become codified aspects of Basque daily 
life.34 It was during these years that Aresti wrote his first collection of poetry, Maldan behera 
 
31 Joseba Zulaika quoted by Larraitz Ariznabarreta in the lecture, Basque Art and Identity, 2020. University of Reno, 
Nevada. 
 
32 Clark, The Basques: The Franco Years and Beyond. 192.  
 
33 Clark, The Franco Years. 41-42. Aresti’s personal study of the Basque language at fifteen mirrors that of Sabino 
de Arana’s, who dedicated much of his own teenage years to learning the language. 
  
34 Jon Kortazar, “Gabriel Aresti, From Symbolism to Social Consciousness,” in Downhill and Rock & Core: Gabriel 
Aresti. (Reno: Center for Basque Studies, 2017), 3. 
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(Downhill), a symbolist text featuring the prophetic journey of a man determined to awaken a 
family of apes from its subhuman living conditions. Literary historian Jon Kortazar interprets the 
apes’ situation as a metaphor for the alienated life of Basque society under Franco.35 This use of 
coded metaphor typified Aresti’s earliest works, obscuring his critical messages enough that the 
poet escaped political persecution. 
For Aresti, writing in Basque was a deliberate and meaningful act. From the end of the 
Civil War in 1937 through the 1950s, the language was banned from all media outlets, including 
newspapers and radio broadcasts. The government issued official directives to burn books 
written in the language, and the use of Basque names on official documents, such as birth and 
marriage certificates, was banned. (Chillida himself seems to have been impacted by this order, 
as multiple Basque sources refer to the artist as Eduardo Txillida, the Basque spelling of the 
artist’s surname. ) Additionally, after the Vatican formally recognized Franco as the legal ruler of 
Spain in August 1937—thereby acknowledging the Civil War as a ‘spiritual crusade’—priests 
were prohibited from sermonizing in the language and dozens were imprisoned, or killed, for 
failing to comply.36 In the days following the Civil War, hundreds of civilians accused of 
conversing in Basque were pulled from their homes, driven to remote country areas and executed 
by freelance teams of Falangist assassins.37 Furthermore, Franco attempted to wipe all 
inscriptions in Euskara from tombstones and funeral markers throughout the region. According 
 
35 Kortazar, “Gabriel Aresti, From Symbolism to Social Consciousness,” 9.  
 
36 Eugenia Relaño Pastor, “Spanish Catholic Church in Franco Regime: A marriage of convenience.” Kirchliche 
Zeitgeschichte 20, no. 2 (2007): 275-276. In 2007, Spain passed the Law of Historic Memory, the first step in 
retroactively condemning Franco’s regime. At the same time, the Vatican announced the beatification of 498 
victims, mostly priests and nuns, killed during the Spanish Civil War.  
 
37 Clark, The Basques: The Franco Years and Beyond, 81. 
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to Robert Clark, “For those of us far removed in time and space from these events it is difficult to 
grasp the extent of Madrid’s efforts to eradicate Euskera as a functioning language.”38  
All of this makes Aresti’s dedication to the Basque language, and Chillida’s dependence 
on it for his titles, particularly noteworthy. When Chillida titled his first abstract sculpture Ilarik, 
he made a poignant reference to Franco’s practice of eliminating Basque names from tombstones 
throughout Spain. In doing so, the artist risked political persecution himself. As such, his gesture 
can be understood as a political act, indeed a dangerous one, that endows the sculpture with 
considerable spiritual implications. While the Basque language continues to confound modern 
linguists and anthropologists, most scholars agree “Basque is the sole surviving, anciently 
established, Indo-European language of Europe.”39 Outside of modern academia, some of the 
earliest theories—those advanced during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries—help clarify 
what many Basques view as the language’s spiritual underpinnings. One theory proposed by 
Abbé Dominique Lahetjuzan suggested that Euskara was the language spoken by Adam and Eve 
in the Garden of Eden. Another, by Abbé Diharce de Bidassouet, claimed that Euskara was the 
language spoken by God himself.40 While one would be hard-pressed to find support amongst 
modern anthropologists for these theories, they are ingrained in folklore from the region and 
speak to the Basque population’s inherent pride in, and spiritual connection to, its curious 
mother-tongue.  
As such, the Basque title of Gure Aitaren Etxea accomplishes three things: it evokes the 
Basque people’s history of persecution; it makes reference to the population’s primordial and 
 
38 Clark, The Basques: The Franco Years and Beyond, 135.  
 
39 Roger Collins, The Basques. (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1986), 11.  
 
40 Clark, The Basques: The Franco Years and Beyond. 132.  
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sacred ancestry; and finally, it celebrates the language’s continued use in the region—all under 
the auspice of divine association. These testaments relate directly to the culture’s long honored 
sense of resiliency and are characteristics that Chillida’s sculpture shares with Aresti’s poem. In 
“Nire Aitaren Etxea,” Aresti evoked the notion of Basque resiliency through the theme of etxea. 
The poem’s most celebrated verse—one of the epigraphs for this chapter—describes a man’s 
physical mutilation in strikingly graphic detail. The protagonist’s appendages are cut shorter and 
shorter by an unnamed foe until eventually even his torso is inexplicably eliminated. At the end 
of the verse, Aresti seems to suggest optimistically that despite the physical assault, the man’s 
soul will survive. The following stanza reveals, however, that the soul, too, will be lost, and that 
it is only the man’s house, or etxea that will persevere:   
I shall die, 
My soul will be lost, 
My descendance will too, 




In Larraitz Ariznabarreta’s enlightening analysis of Aresti’s text, the Basque historian 
notes,  
The perdurance of my house in Aresti’s poem ultimately justifies the loss of all other 
possessions: wealth, weapons, body, soul, and even descendance. Significantly, the house 
transcends all those worldly gifts, and regardless of the social commonality of the 
symbolic dwelling; the poet’s father’s house will, nonetheless, remain the poets’ own 
long after he disappears.42 
 
As Ariznabarreta indicates, the Basque etxea belongs to a spiritual realm beyond earthly 
confines. While an etxea serves as a domestic shelter and workshop (the source of a family’s 
economic means), it also harbors a family’s ancestral legacy and creates with it an unbroken 
 
41 Aresti, Gabriel. “Nire Aitaren Etxea,” translation by Toni Strubble. 
  
42 Ariznabarreta, Notes on Basque Culture: The Aftermath of Epics. 27. 
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connection between vast generations of Basques. As such, in the context of Aresti’s poem, and 
with special attention paid to the source of its shared title, Chillida’s sculpture can be understood 
as an artifact of resistance.   
As with many endangered communities, for the Basques, “culture was a way of fighting 
against extinction and obliteration. Culture was a form of memory against effacement.”43 In the 
book, Beyond Guernica and the Guggenheim: Art and Politics in the Basque Country, Zoe Bray 
describes the use of art as an agent of Basque nationalism during Francoist Spain: 
During the years of General Franco’s dictatorship (1939-1975), a group of (essentially 
male) avant-garde artists in the Spanish part of the Basque Country were celebrated by 
self-identifying Basques as standard-bearers of a distinctive Basque culture—in the 
words of one veteran, they were “the ikurriña (Basque flag) that we could not fly.44 
 
Aresti and Chillida, along with Oteiza, are two of the most renowned artists from the 
period Bray describes. Despite the material differences of the two men’s work, they 
are recognized not only as ambassadors of Basque culture, but also as evidence of the 
country’s resilient spirit. 
One can look outside of the field of ‘high culture,’ however, to find associations between 
the theme of etxea and the type of Basque resilience described by Aresti, Ariznabarreta, and 
Bray. Levantadores, or stone lifters, often evoke etxea when discussing the tremendous physical 
and mental fortitude demanded of them in the grueling Basque tradition of ‘rural sports.’ In a 
documentary film on the subject, after a man repeatedly hoists a two hundred kilogram stone 
onto his shoulder, he credits his family’s etxea as the source of his Herculean power: “The 
Basque Culture is based on the homestead...to do Basque sports you have to have this 
 
43 Edward Said, Culture and Resistance: Conversations with Edward W. Said. London: Pluto Press, 2003. 160. 
 
44 Zoe Bray, “Art, Politics, and Identity,” in Beyond Guernica and the Guggenheim: Art and Politics in the Basque 
Country. (Reno: Center for Basque Studies, 2015), 7.  
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heritage.”45 In fact, most of the events in Basque rural sports, of which there are eighteen, are 
derived from the physical process of home building. One such event, stone dragging, asks 
participants to drag a three hundred fifty kilogram rock across a cobblestone plaza using nothing 
but a leather belt, wooden handle, and iron chain. Mikel Alzola, who has competed in the event 
since he was twenty years old, describes the sport as “rewarding” and says the practice connects 
him to his ancestors, who moved stones from quarries in the Basque countryside to build his 
family’s home.46  
Stone served a principal role in both Aresti and Chillida’s art (The cover of a 2015 
biography on Aresti by Adur Larrea Eguren features an illustrated portrait of the poet rendered as 
a stone mountain.) Not only was it the inspiration for the title of Harri eta herri, the 
characteristics of stone are imbedded in the collection’s writing style. Aresti departed from the 
symbolist metaphors emblematic of his earlier work, Maldan behera, and wrote poetry in the 
voice of the common, working Basque.47 He replaced coded messages with declarative stanzas 
that openly celebrated principles long considered essential to Basque national identity. The 
following verse, for example, makes direct reference to the Basque struggle for regional 
autonomy: 
The Old Laws Say... 
that the soil of Bizkaia 
belongs to the people of Bizkaia.48 
 
A 1972 version of Harri eta herri features an off-centered image of one of Chillida’s 
stone sculptures (figure 15). Though there is no visible text labeling it as such, the image can be 
 
45 Levantadores, directed by Todd Sansom (2015: John Cropper Productions, 2021), YouTube.  
 
46 Levantadores, dir. Todd Sansom. 
 
47 Gabantxo, “Translator’s Preface” in Downhill and Rock & Core. xi.  
 
48 Aresti, Harri eta herri, trans. Amaia Gabantxo (Reno: Center for Basque Studies, 2017), 139. 
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identified as a photograph of the carved alabaster sculpture Bas-Relief, 1972 (figure 16). 
Whether Aresti specifically requested the image for the cover of his book is unclear, the decision 
to include it, however, was certainly an enlightened one. The collision of the two men’s work 
consummates their reputation as artistic agents of Basque nationalism. When set together, 
Chillida’s sculpture provides a tangible symbol for the oft quoted adage that Aresti used words 
‘like a hammer.’ 49 The pairing also allows Chillida’s abstract work to carry an overt political 
message.  The sculpture’s material, alabaster, is a soft marble that was favored by Chillida for its 
luminosity. The artist described carving into alabaster as the release of “the void at the heart of 
the stone,” a poetic sentiment that echoes the words ‘rock and core,’ chosen by Aresti for the 
collection’s title.50 
In naming his sculpture after Aresti’s poem, while modifying the title’s possessive article, 
Chillida designated Gure Aitaren Etxea as a collective domicile, one that belongs to the entirety 
of the Basque population. Without an awareness of the title, however, it is still possible to detect 
the social and spiritual implications of etxea through the sculpture’s design. While the work 
achieves continuity with the park through the openness of its forms, Chillida nonetheless 
established an interior space, one accessible through a specified entry point indicated by a stone 
pathway (figure 17). The entire structure rests atop a cobblestone foundation, an aesthetic 
decision that not only evokes the groundwork of a typical home, but that also marks the 
threshold between secular and spiritual worlds. In this manner, the sculpture offers protection to 
its ‘residents.’ Given the absence of a roof, however, it is not the sort of fortified protection 
associated with bunkers (as evoked in Henry Moore’s sculpture across the park), but rather the 
 
49 Gabantxo, “Translator’s Preface,” XI. 
  
50 Chillida, Writings, 60. 
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mysterious security felt upon entering a religious building. Indeed, Chillida condenses either end 
of a European Catholic church, of the kind typical of the Middle and Gothic Ages, into a single 
curved wall that alludes to both a rose window and an apse. The stele’s placement, directly 
across from this curved opening, evokes the concept of an alter and conjures feelings of 
ritualistic practice. As such, the sculpture acts as both temple and cemetery, what José Miguel de 
Barandiarán identified as the religious character of a Basque etxea, a home “endowed with the 
inalienable right of sanctuary.” 51  
Today, Aresti’s words continue to be a rallying cry for nationalism in the Basque 
Country. Language, as Franco discovered, benefits from its immateriality; it cannot, unlike 
buildings, be simply bombed away. In Gure Aitaren Etxea, Chillida reified Aresti’s words, an act 
that implies great optimism for the future of their shared culture. In etxea, the concept of eternity 
is essential, and, despite the corporeality of Chillida’s sculpture, in the nature of a true Basque 
homestead, its essence, like that of the entity in Aresti’s poem, will outlast the earthly limitations 
of its existence. It is both an artifact of and a testament to resistance—an eternal structure that 













51 Jose Barandiarán, Selected Writings of Jose Barandiarán: Basque Prehistory and Ethnography. (Reno: Center for 
Basque Studies, 2007), 83. 
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Place is a very clear concept to everyone, but, like so many other clear things, no one 
understands it. Place implies dimension and limits, but place in its essence, the point, has no 
dimension or limits. 




Chillida’s personal texts reveal a deep fascination with space, one he expressed in vivid, 
poetic terms. To the artist, matter and space were connected by the shared quality of time. In his 
mind, space was simply fast matter, a field of vibrating particles moving beyond the speed of 
perceptibility. Conversely, the concrete and steel volumes of his sculptures were the result of 
slow space, the same particles made visible through artistic manipulation.52 Chapter four will 
discuss how the quality of speed applies to different materials, for now, what is important is 
understanding that for Chillida there was no such thing as ‘empty’ space—just matter moving at 
different speeds. The artist’s preoccupation with the intangible, yet plastic, element of space 
persisted throughout his career, as evidenced in work such as In Praise of Air, 1956, and the 
series In Praise of the Void, from the 1980s (figure 18). The meandering curves at work in In 
Praise of the Void V, 1982, foreshadow the concrete arcs cast in Gernika six years later. In both 
sculptures, the incomplete arms of the circles reach for each other, made whole by the space 
between them (figure 19).  
Chillida’s exercises in space drew the keen attention of German philosopher Martin 
Heidegger (1889-1976), for whom the ‘spatiality of the Dasein’ had been a fundamental 
problematic since his earliest major work, Sein und Zeit (Being and Time). The two men met in 
1968 through Heidegger’s student Heinrich Petzet, who had proposed to his professor that 
 
52 Chillida, Writings, 54, 80.   
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Chillida’s sculptures could function as visual representations of the philosopher’s metaphysical 
conceptions.53 An intense intellectual relationship between the two men followed, culminating in 
the collaborative publication of the essay “Die Kunst und der Raum” (Art and Space), to which 
Chillida provided the illustrations.54 The following chapter discusses how Heideggerian 
philosophy is implicit in Chillida’s sculptures; mainly, that space is a limitless thing and that 
sculpture is the best means to revealing place. The ultimate conclusion of “Art and Space,” that 
“things themselves are places and do not merely belong to a place,” is evidenced in Gure Aitaren 
Etxea, a work that reveals sculpture’s capacity to transcend its objecthood.55     
When the two men met at an exhibition of Chillida’s work at the Galerie Im Erker in 
Zurich, Heidegger expressed abundant admiration for the Basque artist, asking him what the 
artist recalls as “a million questions” regarding his sculptures and their titles (figure 20).56 
Shortly after the encounter, Chillida was contacted by Heidegger, who eagerly requested more of 
the artist’s thoughts on the dialectic between sculpture and space. According to Chillida, 
“Heidegger asked for my thoughts because he was astonished to find so many relations between 
his ideas and my ideas translated into sculpture.”57 Heidegger eventually invited Chillida to 
collaborate with him on a bibliophile edition of “Art and Space.”  
 
53 Miles Groth, “Art and Emptiness: Heidegger and Chillida on Space and Place,” in Proceedings: North American 
Heidegger Conference, 40th Annual Meeting, 2006. 4.  
 
54 Chillida’s relationship to Heidegger, who at one point openly supported the Nazi party, strikes me as somewhat 
ironic, especially given the nature of the sculpture at the center of this study. Nowhere is it documented whether 
Chillida ever asked Heidegger what the philosopher was doing between the years 1933-1945. I have yet to come 
across scholarly literature that acknowledges the potential complexity of the two men’s political relationship. 
 
55 Martin Heidegger, “Art and Space,” trans. Charles H. Seibert. (St Gallen: Erker Verlag, 1969), 6.  
 
56 Chillida, Writings, 82-83. 
  
57 Groth, “Art and Emptiness,” 3. 
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Within Heidegger’s body of work, the essay is outstanding on multiple counts. Foremost, 
the text is devoted exclusively to sculpture, the only study of its kind by the German philosopher 
to do so. His most widely read text on art, “Der Ursprung des Kunstwerkes” (The Origin of the 
Work of Art), 1950, centered entirely on painting, using Vincent van Gogh’s A Pair of Shoes, 
1885, to illustrate the difference between artwork and utilitarian equipment. Additionally, “Art 
and Space” diverges from the earlier essay in terms of the relationship the philosopher constructs 
between art and truth. In “Origin,” Heidegger pronounced the essence of art to be “the setting-
into-the-work of truth;” however, by 1969, Heidegger modified his interpretation and stated that 
art was, “the bringing-into-the-work of truth (emphasis mine).”58 This subtle distinction 
drastically altered the philosopher’s argument and is of central importance to understanding the 
place-making quality of Chillida’s sculpture. Andrew Mitchell summarily explains this shift as 
follows:  
The term setting includes a sense of imposition…an action by force. Setting also 
implies a sense of control over what is set up. The one who sets something in 
place puts it there from a position of control. In the word bringing the emphasis 
falls more on the accompaniment…Rather than remaining fixed, what is brought 
is let loose at the destination, to be taken up, shared.59 
 
As articulated by Mitchell, for Heidegger, art and truth work in a collaborative manner, much 
like the continuity between physical material and empty space observed in Chillida’s sculpture.  
The collaborative effort behind “Art and Space” materialized both in its philosophical 
message as well as its means of production. The essay was the only collective undertaking of its 
kind for the philosopher and the only illustrated text he ever produced.60 By sacrificing complete 
 
58 Groth, “Art and Emptiness,” 16. 
 
59 Andrew J. Mitchell, “The Art of Dwelling” in Heidegger Among the Sculptors: Body, Space, and the Art of 
Dwelling. (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2010) 78. 
  
60 Groth, “Art and Emptiness,” 3. 
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mastery, Heidegger adhered to the relinquishing of control he advocated for within the essay’s 
text. Furthermore, the artifact that resulted from the collaboration adhered physically to the 
men’s shared perception of space. The first 150 copies of the essay featured seven original 
lithocollages by Chillida (figure 21). The artist created the lithocollages by cutting and sewing 
paper, a process that challenged the two-dimensional surface of the lithographic tableau by 
expanding the layered paper into three-dimensions. Additionally, under Chillida’s 
encouragement, Heidegger transcribed the text into Bavarian solnhofen stone, a method which 
invited inquiry into the hidden substructure of the stone. For Chillida, a man dedicated to 
answering questions through the process of physical creation, it was only logical the 
collaborative product took the same form.61 
The essay begins by identifying sculpture’s unique characteristics, those that make it the 
ideal conduit for revealing the special nature of space. Heidegger recognized sculpted forms as 
bodies, entities that occupy the same space populated by humans. In this way, they differ from 
paintings, artworks that constantly emphasize their separateness from the viewer via their 
flatness. Because sculpture exists in the three-dimensional world of humans, rather than 
sequestered to a two-dimensional surface, it incites an acute bodily awareness, one that causes 
viewers to consider their own relationship to the space that surrounds them. (In the late 1990s, 
Graham Harman took Heidegger’s ideas one step further, positing in his essay “The Third Table” 
that an object is a self-contained entity that exists independent of human perception.) Proper 
sculpture, according to Heidegger, yields to space without dominating it and evokes in viewers 
an understanding of their own symbiotic relationship to the otherwise imperceptible element. 
 
61 Chillida, Writings. 83.  
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In Gure Aitaren Etxea, for instance, the slight irregularity of the circular opening creates 
a blossoming effect, one that endows the sculpture with a great sense of life. As with the 
asymmetrical curves typical of the rococo style, Chillida’s sculpture seems to shift, albeit slowly, 
compelling viewers to meditate on the possibility of change. As Chillida’s sculpture seems to 
breath, so too is the viewer made intently aware of the air that passes between her own lungs. 
Suddenly, it is magnificently apparent that it is impossible to determine at what point in the 
respiratory cycle that air belongs to the viewer alone. It is, of course, a continuous mode of 
exchange, neither entity claiming ownership over an element that is inseparable from their 
individual existence. It is a tremendously optimistic yet humbling effect, one that combines the 
promise of potentiality with a surrendering of control.          
In “Art and Space,” Heidegger defined this effect as “genuine space,” or the continuity 
between the material and immaterial. For the philosopher, genuine space was the opposite of 
“scientific space,” or that defined by definite boundaries. A series of Chillida’s earliest works, 
aptly titled The Rumor of Limits, reveal the sculptor’s own early artistic empathy with the 
Heideggerian notion of indeterminant boundaries. In The Rumor of Limits IV, 1959, it is difficult 
to distinguish at what point the space surrounding the sculpture becomes a part of the work itself 
(figure 22). Mitchell explains the effect as follows: “Sculpture becomes a work of relation, 
moving beyond itself and into space without conquering that space or making it a captured and 
surrounded possession.”62   
Jakob Due Lorentzen elaborates on Mitchell’s point and in doing so incorporates the term 
‘dwelling,’ an idea central to a Heideggerian understanding of space:  
What the sculpture reveals is not the mere shape or contours of a structure; rather, it calls 
attention to spatiality itself and to the elemental character of belonging to the place. It is 
 
62 Mitchell, “The Art of Dwelling,” 68. 
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this sense of rootedness and being in place that Chillida’s sculptures articulate as they 
open up for a sense of dwelling.63 
 
Dwelling, as Due Lorentzen articulates, is the ultimate manifestation of a symbiotic relationship 
to space. The word Räum, used in the essay’s original German title, roughly translates to space, 
though Miles Groth astutely points out that the German verb Räumen, “also brings tidings of 
making a site for building and preparing a setting for human habitation.”64 Räumen, importantly, 
implies an unintrusive approach to construction. It is not the stripping of natural resources so 
often associated with unsustainable modern building practices, but rather the act of “liberating a 
locality where human living is possible without disturbing what nature has provided.”65 It is 
spacing in terms of giving: an economy of exchange in which the implied deficiency of 
emptiness is challenged, replaced instead by the potential for space to hold something sacred. To 
conceptualize dwelling, Heidegger used the example of ‘emptying’ a cup, better described he 
says as the ‘gathering’ of space, or the freeing up of the cup to receive a new substance. In the 
text’s only explicit mention of a religious deity, Heidegger describes the effect as the release of 
places in which God can appear.66  
As with the collaborative effort behind “Art & Space,” a gesture of receptivity, rather 
than control, remains central to Heidegger’s understanding of Räum and dwelling as such. The 
philosopher endorses sculpture, in its unique ability to embody space rather than dominate it, as 
the most promising link to the dimension of dwelling. In this capacity, dwelling, like sculpture, is 
a place of encounter, rather than control. Chillida achieved the premise of dwelling in Gure 
 
63 Jakob Due Lorentzen, “Sculpture and the Sense of Place.” (Aarhus: De Gruyter, 2019), 633. 
  
64 Miles Groth, “Art and Emptiness,” 15. 
  
65 Groth, “Art and Emptiness,” 16. 
  
66 Martin Heidegger, “Art and Space,” 6. 
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Aitaren Etxea by constructing open forms that invite the Parque de los Pueblos directly into its 
composition. Not only was it symbolically important for Chillida to incorporate visual access of 
the sacred oak into the sculpture’s design, the decision inextricable connects the sculpture to its 
environment: it cannot, technically speaking, exist in any other location. To appreciate Chillida’s 
work, is to appreciate its surrounding environment. So, although the sculpture is of a 
monumental size, it is ultimately a sign of deference, a testament to humankind and its powerful 
union with nature. Of his own sculpture Chillida wrote, “Only if we are capable of dwelling will 
we be able to construct,” words that echo the German philosopher’s own conclusions.67 
Heidegger and Chillida’s deep reverence for the void produced one of the most 
illuminating and useful texts for understanding the essence of place, especially as it relates to 
sculpture. “Art & Space” can thus function as a set of instructions for fully engaging with 
Chillida’s work, as the principles described in the essay can be readily observed in Gure Aitaren 
Etxea. In order to form yet a more complete understanding of Gure Aitaren Etxea, however, we 
need to return to the Basque Country, and include a third voice, that of Jorge Oteiza, whose 
discursive writings open up a wholly different dimension of the question of the ‘void’ and its 
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Religious faith means believing what we don’t see, but aesthetic faith teaches us to believe in 
everything we see before us.  
—Jorge Oteiza  
 
 












—Gabriel Aresti, “Profeta Bati (Jurgi Oteitz Azaldu 
Nahirik)” (“To a Prophet (Attempting an Explanation to 




Jorge Oteiza (1908-2003) spoke out explicitly against the Catholic Church, an opinion 
that places him at odds with Chillida’s own religious beliefs.69 The mercurial figure was not, 
however, essentially anti-religious, and even a cursory glance at his extensive written body of 
work reveals an affinity with many traditionally Catholic ideologies. For example, the artist’s 
texts place repeated emphasis on sacrifice and demonstrate a deep preoccupation with death. For 
Oteiza, the principal purpose of art was its redemptive spiritual mandate. The theorist believed 
that the artist’s true role was to create work that combatted what he saw as the rise of spiritual 
 
68 Translation by Amaia Gabantxo. 
  
69 Oteiza, “The Importance of the Artist in the Life of the Basque People” in Oteiza’s Selected Writings, ed. Zulaika, 
441. “[Catholicism] is the great disturbance that fractures in our soul and in our style the natural union of the 
aesthetic with the religious.”  
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extinction. Acting as a shaman, the artist was tasked with building work that cut paths out the 
secular world and led into an otherworldly and eternal realm.  
Like Heidegger, Oteiza identified the void as the source of metaphysical power, a topic 
upon which he wrote profusely. As an art theorist, he called this aesthetic principle the 
“disoccupation of space.” Like Heidegger did with his empty cup, Oteiza conceptualized 
disoccupation as the organization of space at the service of receptivity. While Oteiza’s discursive 
texts occasionally venture into discussions of ethnographic essentialism as it relates to Basque 
identity, the purpose of this chapter is neither to support nor refute his claims, but rather to 
consider specifically his aesthetic theory on the void and how it relates to Chillida’s sculptures 
and personal beliefs. Additionally, it is important to note how Oteiza’s imposing presence in the 
Basque Country, through his earnest advocation for avant-garde art, influenced the cultural 
context in which Chillida worked.     
To describe Oteiza as a mythical figure among Basques would not be an exaggeration 
(figure 23). The artist turned art theorist was born in 1908 in Orio, a small fishing village in the 
province of Gipuskoa. In many regards, he is the embodiment of a traditional Basque man, 
donning the customary beret of his forefathers and espousing the legend of the Basques as the 
originators of European civilization. His main biographer, Pelay Orozco, characterized Oteiza as 
a “pan-Basquist,” but his aesthetic theories and contributions to twentieth-century art have a 
global relevance unjustly neglected outside the region. Like many Basques of his generation, he 
was displaced during the early Franco years. In 1935, he traveled to South America to study the 
Pre-Columbian stone figures and tombs in the remote mountains of San Augustín, Columbia. As 
well as having a tremendous stylistic impact on his early work, the sculptures were the 
progenitors of his ideas regarding art’s religious mandate (figure 24). Upon the outbreak of the 
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Civil War in 1936, his exploratory trip turned into one of political exile, and he remained on the 
continent for thirteen more years before returning to Europe.  
Years later, Oteiza represented Spain at the 1957 São Paolo Biennial. At the time, the 
event alternated yearly with the Venice Biennale and was regarded as the most prestigious art 
event in the world. The biennial limited artists to ten works; however, Oteiza managed to exhibit 
twenty-nine sculptures by grouping them into families and presenting them as ten individual 
studies (figure 25). He accompanied his ambitious submission with the text, “An Experimental 
Proposal,” which detailed his personal aesthetic philosophy. Like his Brazilian contemporaries of 
the Neo-Concrete movement, such as Lygia Clarke, Lygia Pape, and Hélio Oiticica, Oteiza’s 
work was grounded in a rigorous objective formalism; “An Experimental Proposal” outlined how 
such formalism could be used to advance the religious underpinnings of sculpture. The thought-
provoking, and at times mystifying, text acknowledged the influence of Kandinsky and 
Malevich—of whom Oteiza considered himself a disciple—and contained enigmatic sections 
such as, “Functional Amplification of the Wall” and “Aesthetic Composition and Metaphysical 
Origin.” In a section dedicated to the funerary stele, Oteiza expressly declared that his abstract 
sculpture was indeed religious art, stressing that art offered the “only spiritual site for the solitary 
soul of the spectator.”70 Like Chillida, he created dozens of sculptural homages that stemmed 
from the stele, not only through their totemic morphology, but also through their titles.   
 The São Paulo essay contained Oteiza elaborations on the void, which the artist said 
must “become the object of a new plastic logic.”71 Oteiza, like Chillida after him, recognized the 
structural quality of space. He advocated for a sculptural language of dynamic, open forms 
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which, according to the artist, were the means to achieving spiritual enlightenment—an idea he 
would later expound upon via an analysis of the Basque cromlech, circular configurations of 
standing stones that date to the prehistoric Iron Age.72 Not only did Oteiza win the prize for best 
sculptor in São Paulo (for historical reference, Mondrian won the grand prix for best artist), 
critics at the Biennale called “An Experimental Proposal” “the most important contribution ever 
made by a Spanish artist to the philosophy of art.”73 Two years later, at the height of his 
international reputation, and just one year after Chillida won the prize for best sculpture in 
Venice, Oteiza abandoned his artistic practice altogether, declaring dramatically that he had 
exhausted all avenues of sculptural expression. In allegiance to his communist ideology, he 
refused to sell his sculptures, preferring to let his work collect dust in the basement of his home 
in Altzuza. Oteiza directed his focus instead toward his written work and advocated tirelessly for 
the advancement of avant-garde art in the Basque Country. 
One would be hard-pressed to find mention of Oteiza’s name in the abundance of 
international reporting regarding the now prodigious Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao. Despite such 
neglect, the artist’s role in the project cannot be overstated. For years Oteiza stressed the 
importance of modern art, preaching about “a new spiritual instinct that we can recover from 
contemporary art, which will enrich our reflections, which will give velocity and profundity to 
our decisions.”74 In 1988, at the request of the mayor of Bilbao, José María Gorordo, Oteiza 
designed a 120,000 square-foot cultural hub that included a library, a music conservatory, an 
auditorium, artist studios, and a museum of contemporary art—the proposed compound was 
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essentially a precursor to the current museum. Oteiza called his project “The Cube,” and it 
gained wide-spread support amongst Bilbainos who had spent years absorbing his prophetic 
messages about the power of contemporary art (figure 26). Government infighting eventually led 
to the project’s abandonment, but not before public interest in a museum had taken root amongst 
the city’s population. Just months after Oteiza’s project was discarded, the Basque government 
signed a contract with the Guggenheim Museum in New York to establish a franchise location in 
Bilbao. According to Zulaika, “The Basque officials responsible for striking the deal with Krens 
had, of course, been provoked by and educated almost exclusively in Oteiza’s writings as to the 
singular relevance of contemporary art in modern consciousness.”75 
In many respects, Oteiza had done the preliminary heavy-lifting necessary to generate 
interest in, and support for, a center dedicated to modern and contemporary art. Upon hearing the 
news, Oteiza hysterically called for the murders of director Thomas Krens and architect Frank 
Gehry.76 Despite the vitriol directed toward him, Gehry acknowledged that had Oteiza not “been 
preaching to the Basques the gospel of the artistic avant-garde for literally half a century,” his 
project may never have come to fruition.77  
   One such source of avant-garde gospel was Oteiza’s seminal text, Quousque tandem…!, 
published in 1963, a year before Aresti introduced the Basque Country to a radical, modern 
literary style through his civic poetry. (The book’s Latin title refers to the Catiline Orations from 
63 BC, in which Cicero accuses Catilina of conspiring to overthrow the Roman Senate.) The 
aesthetic treatise had an immense influence on Basque artists, political activists and average 
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citizens. Like Aresti’s Harri eta herri, the text is described as “a discursive coup in the dark 
period of Francoist Spain.”78 Within a section titled, “The Importance of the Artist in the Life of 
the Basque People,” Oteiza referred to life during the dictatorship: “when the artist lives 
normally, the country to which he belongs lives and evolves freely, growing in spirituality. But if 
the activity of the artist is forbidden or censured…the people enter into a zone of darkness.”79 As 
previously discussed in terms of Aresti’s poetry, art became a struggle against oppressive forces 
and was seen as the source of cultural stamina and growth. Embracing the sacrificial ethos of 
Catholicism, art, according to Oteiza, gave the people something to live and die for.80  
Oteiza spoke not only of art as political resistance, but also of art as a source of spiritual 
enlightenment. The subtitle of Quousque tandem…!, An Essay on the Aesthetic Interpretation of 
the Basque Soul: Its Origin in the Neolithic Cromlech and Its Restoration for Contemporary Art, 
introduces Oteiza’s synthesis of the artistic avant-garde and Basque primordial culture. Within 
the essay he argued that the primal Basque, having descended from divine ancestry, “had a 
privileged aesthetic mindset” and was especially disposed to spiritual enlightenment through 
artistic creation.81 It is within this context that Oteiza introduced the aesthetic connection 
between what he called the “modern plastic void” and the Neolithic cromlech. Prehistoric man, 
according to Oteiza, was sensitive to the possibilities of the void and constructed the simple 
circles of standing stones in a manner that revealed the void as a spiritual conduit. The ancient 
architects arranged their stones in loose circles without roofs or walls, leaving enough space 
 
78 Zulaika, Oteiza’s Selected Writings, 30. 
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between each rock for bodily passage (figure 27). As such, the structures indicate space without 
dominating it. In words that strongly echo Heidegger’s conception of space, Oteiza observed, “it 
[the cromlech] does not satisfy the desire to close a space but only to indicate it.”82 From the 
cromlechs, Oteiza borrowed the principle of incomplete enclosure, repeatedly applying it to his 
own spatial constructions (figure 28).  
In the subsection of Quousque tandem…!,, “The Tree of Gernika Is Born within the 
Neolithic Cromlech,” Oteiza reiterated the cromlech’s void as the source of its transcendental 
power, stressing the rock formations’ ability to conjure the divine by challenging the notion of 
‘absence.’ The cromlechs indicate a cosmic universe that typically goes unseen, they are a portal 
to a reality larger and richer than that which can be observed. As such, empty space is not to be 
apprehended in negative terms: it is not to be understood as ‘lacking’ something, nor is it to be 
grasped as an impoverishment, nor a lacuna; on the contrary, confrontation with the void 
generates the acceptance of a reality beyond the physical universe.  
Like Oteiza, Chillida saw space as an evocation of the metaphysical and recognized the 
void as an expression of the spiritual essence of the universe. Unlike Oteiza however, Chillida 
was more open and allegiant to the teachings of the Catholic Church; the artist privately 
expressed his relationship to the divine in careful and questioning terms that offset him against 
the assertive and proselytizing tone of Oteiza’s message.83 When Chillida died, his eulogy was 
delivered by the Basque Jesuit priest Antonio Beristain at the Basilica of Santa María in 
Donostia. Beristain revealed that Chillida attended the church frequently with his wife and 
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children and that he had donated a sculpture to the church in 1975, Gurutz III, a blockish 
alabaster cross that still hangs within the church’s baptistry (figure 29). 
 Of the many texts Beristain published on Chillida’s work, one contains a photograph of 
the two men with Chillida’s wife, Pilar, and the German priest Friedhelm Mennekes (figure 30). 
In the photograph, Beristain is pictured wearing vestments that feature a black and white cross 
design clearly created by Chillida himself, reminiscent of the artist’s Gravitations series (figure 
31). Photographs and video interviews suggest, indeed, that Chillida designed clothing and 
jewelry for his wife, though scholarship on this aspect of the artist’s creativity is lacking.84 Given 
the close resemblance of the vestments to Chillida’s known work, as well as the existence of 
other similar examples, it is safe to deduce the sculptor gave Beristain the robes. It is a small 
anecdote, but one which suggests the artist’s devotion to his Catholic faith.  
Indeed, Chillida’s intervention at Gernika carries a religious tone, one that harnesses the 
spiritual capacity of the void. Of the sculpture, Carandente wrote, “nowhere else in the world...is 
there a nonreligious place that inspires such a feeling of pietas as Gure Aitaren Etxea...”85 Like 
the cromlech, Gure Aitaren Etxea achieves this sense of spirituality through its embrace of open 
forms. While one can cross the sculpture’s threshold and advance toward the stele at its heart, the 
connection with the work’s environment is sustained, constantly reinforced by the sight of the 
Casa de Juntas through its great window. As if anointed by Oteiza, Chillida created a sculpture 
that serves not only as a memorial, but also a refuge and spiritual habitat.  
 
84 Beñat Doxandabaratz, “Pilar Belzunce: Chillida-Leku,” Euskonews and Media, December 15, 2020. 
https://www.euskonews.eus/0266zbk/elkar_es.html In an interview with Pilar Belzunce, the artist’s wife wears a 
gold necklace of a similar style. 
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Oteiza’s aesthetic theories provide useful resources for understanding the spiritual 
capacity of Chillida’s sculptures, including his sacred intervention at Gernika. In 2003, ahead of 
the most comprehensive retrospective of Oteiza’s work at the Guggenheim, Bilbao (the very 
institution the artist as so vehemently denounced), Zulaika predicted “the return of this forgotten 
artist.”86 For those in the Basque Country, Oteiza had never left. While Chillida gained world-
wide recognition as the face of Basque modernist sculpture, Oteiza remained for many the vocal, 
if not contrarian, cultural agitator who made Chillida’s ascent possible. It was in the midst of 
Oteiza’s incessant advocation for Basque artistic centers, as well as his widely disseminated 
message regarding art as the source of spiritual enlightenment, that Chillida created his most 
celebrated works. There has been little else written about Oteiza outside Spain since Zulaika’s 
2003 text on the complicated figure, suggesting the historian’s hopeful predictions have yet to be 
realized. In the early 90s, as the Guggenheim built its permanent collection in Bilbao, Richard 
Serra, who had grown to deeply admire Oteiza before the Basque artist’s death in 2003, 
convinced the artist to sell the museum a number of his works.87 These works were eventually 
included in the 2005 retrospective “Oteiza: Myth and Modernism,” an exhibition that rightly 
situated the undervalued artist as a key contributor to the history of contemporary art.  
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…as well as being an ‘advanced’ technology, concrete also has a telluric 
backwardness, and its story is in part a playing out of the tension between its 
progressiveness and its residual primitivism   
—Adrian Forty, Concrete and Culture: A Material History   
 
El espacio es una materia muy rápida. 




Of all the materials Chillida used—steel, alabaster, clay, wood—concrete allowed him 
the greatest access to place. This chapter discusses the material specificity of Gure Aitaren 
Etxea, uncovering the characteristics that grant concrete its unique sense of continuity, 
timelessness and sacred grace. In the chapter’s concluding paragraphs, I position Henry Moore’s 
bronze sculpture, Large Figure in a Shelter, 1986, as the antipode to Chillida’s successful 
intervention on the landscape. Concrete, a pulverized aggregate, was the dominant building 
material of the twentieth century, used in everything from parking garages to religious structures. 
In 1961, I.M. Pei used concrete for the geometric design of the Mesa Laboratory in Boulder, 
Colorado (figure 31). (Chillida would eventually collaborate with the modernist architect on a 
commission for the Meyerson Symphony Center in Dallas, Texas.) Chillida would have been 
aware of concrete’s sculptural potential through his studies in architecture, though he did not use 
the material artistically until the 1970s. In 1990, the sculptor completed Elogio del Horizonte 
(Eulogy to the Horizon), a fifteen-meter-tall concrete embrace of the void on the coast of Gijón, 
Spain. The sculpture would remain the most ambitious concrete endeavor of his career (figure 
32). 
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For many, however, iron has long been considered the material of the Basque Country, 
mined from the hills surrounding the city of Bilbao. For centuries, ironworkers in the region 
crafted tools and weapons that were distributed widely across Europe. The material’s association 
with the Basque Country was so acclaimed that Shakespeare made reference to it in his 
seventeenth-century play, “The Merry Wives of Windsor,” describing a well-tempered and 
razor-sharp blade known as the “Sword of Bilboa.”88 Given iron’s long association with Basque 
history and identity, why then did Chillida prefer concrete for his monument to the Basque 
people? The artist had, after all, certainly demonstrated the metal’s successful application to 
place making through the work, Haizearen Orrazia on the coast of Donostia.  
The most obvious technical answer is the material’s scalability. Concrete, with its 
emancipatory possibilities, was the only way to build a structure with such lyrical form on an 
architectural scale. The grandiose curves of Gure Aitaren Etxea would have been nearly 
impossible to achieve in steel, as the intractable metal requires an immense amount of heat and 
force to bend. Even the small arms of the stela at the heart of the sculpture would have required a 
great amount of effort to shape; and while Chillida certainly made monumental work in steel, 
none of his curved metal sculptures compare in size to the handful of architecturally scaled 
works he executed in concrete. (Bronze, of course, can also be cast on a large scale while 
avoiding the technical challenges of steel. For Chillida, however, the material presented a 
separate set of formal limitations that will be addressed below.) In filling the negative space of 
the wooden mold with concrete, instead of manipulating an already extant form—such as an iron 
cylinder or stainless-steel bar—Chillida was free to indulge his tendency for the curve on a 
monumental scale, unrestricted by structural limitations.  
 
88 James M. Swank, History of Manufacture of Iron in All Ages. (New York: Burt Franklin, 1892), 22. 
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Chillida, however, was after much more than size. The Basque artist saw in concrete a 
material connection to metaphysical space and time. He confessed to dreaming about concrete, 
captivated by its unique ability to appear simultaneously solid and full of air.89 Concrete, despite 
its resistance to compressive force, possess an inherent lightness, a porousness that makes even 
the largest forms appear to float. This effect is a result of the material’s low density: one cubic 
foot of concrete weighs approximately seventy kilograms; comparatively, the equivalent area of 
steel weighs an incredible two seventy-five kilograms—a physical distinction that is instinctually 
seen and felt. On a molecular level, concrete is full of air, microscopic pockets of space caught 
between sand, stone, and cement. Buoyed by these chambers of interior air, concrete flies 
visually in a manner that steel does not. This dichotomy between a high volume yet low-density 
form, is why Chillida’s monumental concrete structures, like Elogio del Horizonte and Gure 
Aitaren Etxea, convey a perceived weightlessness, but why Richard Serra’s forged steel 
cylinders for example, weighing a dense fifty tons, immediately evoke earth’s heavy 
gravitational pull (figure 33).   
Additionally, concrete bears a purposeful relationship to time both in its visual properties 
and physical components. Recall the discussion at the beginning of chapter two: for Chillida, 
physical matter and empty space were connected by the shared quality of time. In the artist’s 
mind, space was simply fast matter, a field of vibrating particles moving beyond the speed of 
perceptibility. Conversely, the concrete forms in Gernika are the result of slow space, the same 
particles made visible through artistic manipulation. In Chillida’s poetic philosophy of time, the 
two elements represent either end of a temporal spectrum: matter is positioned on the ‘slow’ end 
while empty space is opposite it on the ‘fast’ end. Within the confines of matter, the spectrum 
 
89 Chillida. Writings, 85.  
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can be further divided, with different materials falling at different points depending on their 
physical properties. For example, concrete is a slow material with a deep resonance, sculpted to 
synthesize a purposeful meander through space. In comparison, plastic is concrete’s temporal 
antithesis. Visually, even the bulkiest plastic forms lack a sense of permanence and gravitas. 
They appear instead disposable, incapable of expressing the hidden elements of our metaphysical 
world. And while plastic seems to have penetrated most aspects of modern life, it has been 
entirely eschewed by the architects of sacred spaces. Imagine Gure Aitaren Etxea sculpted out of 
plastic—or Hagia Sofia, Chartres Cathedral or the pyramids at Giza for that matter—and the 
material’s ineptitude for the divine becomes visually apparent.   
Furthermore, concrete maintains its connection to time through its physical properties. 
While the material’s precise make up varies depending on its aggregate, it can be broadly 
understood as the combined result of natural geologic occurrence (the erosion of rock into sand) 
and human intervention. Chillida called concrete “the only natural material made by man.”90 
Unlike synthetic materials, such as plastic, concrete is born of the earth and carries with it a 
primordial resonance, what architect Adrian Forty refers to as concrete’s “telluric 
backwardness.”91 Because of its terrestrial origins, even when the material is cast in a modern 
style, it appears pre-weathered, announcing its organic character and maintaining its relationship 
to the earth, making it an ideal conduit between object and place. Le Corbusier’s chapel of 
Notre-Dame du Haut, in Ronchamp, France, one of the great modern works of concrete, 
demonstrates the material’s timeless beauty (figure 34). The small chapel’s curved walls are 
simultaneously expressive and minimalist, sustaining in their modernity a connection to the great 
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stone cathedrals of the Middle and Gothic Ages. It is this quality of appearing simultaneously 
ancient and modern to which Dave Hickey referred to when he called Chillida both a 
contemporary and historical figure, and it is the same effect observed in Gernika, as the 
sculpture’s lyrical curves commune with the natural environment through a shared materiality.92       
Very different is Henry Moore’s sculpture, Large Figure in a Shelter, which stands just 
twenty meters away from Gure Aitaren Etxea in the Parque de los Pueblos (figure 35). Like 
Chillida, Moore was commissioned by the Basque government to provide a work 
commemorating the fiftieth anniversary of the Civil War bombing. The curatorial decision to 
place these two architects of the void side by side is an enlightened one; however, in this 
instance, Moore failed to connect his work to the Basque landscape. The sculpture is an enlarged 
iteration of the artist’s Helmet Head series, which appeared intermittently throughout his career, 
first in 1939 and again in the 60s and 70s. Another edition of the work, cast in 1983, is installed 
in front of the Kimbell Art Museum in Fort Worth, Texas. Large Figure consists of three bronze 
elements, two concave shells wrapped loosely around a beaked totem. Like Chillida, Moore 
ventured into the architectonic, expanding the two halves of the helmet into the walls of a 
‘shelter’ that protect the figure inside. Unlike Gure Aitaren Etxea, however, whose design is 
intentionally open and receptive to its surroundings, Large Figure in a Shelter has an inward 
facing orientation and sequesters its interior totem—and the viewers who join it—off from a 
complete view of the park. Considering the sculpture’s title, the effect seems to fulfill its 
intention, that is the impression of a bunker—a protected space defined by its impermeability to 
the outside world.  Moore was no stranger to aerial attacks in London, and during World War II 
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he created hundreds of sketches of figures waiting in underground shelters; many of these 
sketches became bronze editions of the sculpture seen in Gernika.93  
Perhaps it is the seriality of Moore’s work that hinders its ability to create unique place. 
Large Figure in a Shelter leaves the impression of an object unanchored to its specific location, 
transferable but at the cost of true excellence. Unlike Moore, Chillida was opposed to bronze 
casting and the possible reproducibility of his sculptures. With the exception of a handful of 
bronze editions cast under the encouragement of his dealer at gallery Maeght during his early 
days as a young artist in Paris, Chillida rejected the process. What Maeght saw as an easy and 
respectable way to increase revenue, Chillida felt to be entirely at odds with his artistic 
convictions. He found the hollowness of the casting process, both metaphorically and literally, 
entirely unbearable. The sculptor complained to his wife after his one and only casting 
experience with Maeght, “it’s like making pairs of shoes.”94 For Chillida, absolute uniqueness 
was essential to a sculpture’s spiritual capacity.   
Of course, Gure Aitaren Etxea is technically the result of casting. Chillida’s method, 
however, is distinct from Moore’s in that the resulting object is solid, rather than hollow. 
Beneath the surface of Large Figure in a Shelter, are hidden chambers of interior space, a 
deceptiveness at odds with Chillida’s quest for spiritual enlightenment through aesthetic 
appreciation of the void. In an interview from the early 1980s, the resolute sculptor described 
working in bronze as a “horrible lie!” and confessed that he was unable to overcome the falsity 
of a hollow object appearing solid.95  Unlike Gure Aitaren Etxea, which reveals space by 
 
93 “Collection: Figure in a Shelter,” Kimbell Art Museum, Kimbell Art Museum, January 15, 2021, 
https://www.kimbellart.org/collection/ag-201101. 
  
94 Meisler, “The Poetic Vision of Eduardo Chillida.” 
 
95 Chillida in Conversation with David Brett, 28 
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establishing a visual dialectic between solid and void, Moore’s sculpture imprisons space, 
rendering the void artificial. This sets the work at odds with the non-hierarchical existence 
between a sculpture’s physical material and the space that surrounds it, as espoused by 
Heidegger and Oteiza and fulfilled visually by Chillida in Gernika. In fact, Chillida spoke 
directly to this point in his own writings: “I believe that the solid-void dialectic, one of the most 
enthralling for a sculptor, is false when the solid only pretends to be solid but isn’t. An interior 
space must always be accessible.”96 
In discussing Moore’s method of perforating his amorphous figural works, Oteiza 
disparagingly wrote, “A sculptor can drill a hole through a sculpture; but neither the apple nor 
the cylinder have changed their nature. Moore’s sculpture is still an isotope of heavy sculpture. It 
is essential, I believe, to ask ourselves if a new concept of the universe calls for a sculpture in 
constant aesthetic expansion.”97 According to Oteiza, Moore’s work, despite its introduction of 
framed spaces, was essentially an exploration of the mass and volume of a sculpture’s surface. 
The subject of focus remained the sculpture itself. Instead of raising a viewer’s attention 
outward, away from a sculpture’s physical components, Moore’s work displays a “centripetal 
tendency,” and in doing so denies access to an expansive, metaphysical plane.98 As such, 
Moore’s sculptures turn constantly inward, and where empty space is involved, it remains just 
that—empty. 
In the truest sense, Gure Aitaren Etxea reveals a sensitivity to the integrity of its 
materials, a sensitivity that contributes to its success as a monument and its ascension into the 
 
96 Chillida Writings, 53. 
 
97 Oteiza, “In the Sculptor Oteiza by Himself” in Oteiza: Propósito Experimental, trans. Pauline Morán and Africa 
Vidal. (Madrid: Fundación Caja de Pensiones, 1988), 293. 
   
98 Txomin Badiola, Oteiza: Propósito Experimental, trans. Pauline Morán and Africa Vidal. (Madrid: Fundación 
Caja de Pensiones, 1988), 40.  
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realm of place. At the sculpture’s center, Chillida reserved the sobriety of steel for the totemic 
grave marker, a decision that honors the solemn realities of history and the context of the work’s 
creation. The sculpture’s concrete walls, however, convey through their orientation and the 
porousness of their material structure an expansive lightness and a spiritual allegiance to the 
void. Ultimately, Gure Aitaren Etxea personifies the questioning nature of its creator, a man who 





































Great works of art have a unique capacity to arrest the discursive mind, raising it to a level of 
reality that is more expansive than the egoic dimension we normally inhabit. 




It is difficult to discuss Gure Aitaren Etxea without using religiously derived terminology. I 
have after all, along with Carandente and Chillida himself, equated the sculpture with a sort of 
temple, a portal into a divine world. The preceding chapters justify this claim while highlighting 
the artist’s own leanings toward metaphysics and faith. Indeed, Chillida himself sensed the 
religious aspect of his sculpture; on the morning of the inauguration of Gure Aitaren Etxea in 
Gernika, the artist confessed to journalists that he had been struck by a passage in Genesis just 
the evening before: “I placed an arc in the heavens as a sign of my pact with the earth.”99 The 
passage, which refers to the rainbow God placed in the clouds as symbol of his covenant with all 
living creatures, resonated with the sculptor, revealing that he saw his own sculpture as a sacred 
intervention within the Basque landscape. As Caradente indicated in his interpretation of the 
sculpture, Chillida too “had established a pact with the earth.”100  
That Gure Aitaren Etxea was made by a Basque artist, as a monument to the Spanish 
Civil War aerial attack, cannot be divorced from its symbolic meaning. According to Robert 
Clarke:  
For the Basques, the Spanish Civil War was one of those rare psychological moments in 
history when an entire culture passes through an experience of the deepest significance, 
and is never quite the same again. Time after time, the leaders of the culture find 
 
99 Gen 9:13 
 
100 Carandente, “Eduardo Chillida,” 16. 
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themselves returning to that experience as they search for ways to make Basques more 
aware of the meaning of their ethnic heritage and of their existence as human beings.101  
 
As such, just as Chillida’s sculpture manages to create place—in that it transcends objecthood to 
become, in itself, a refuge, a sanctuary, a destination—it is also decidedly rooted in it. The 
preceding chapters demonstrate that Chillida found great stimulus within his own culture; the use 
of etxea in the work’s title, the incorporation of a Basque funerary stela, and the reference to 
Basque sovereignty made through the framing of the sacred Tree of Gernika, are deliberate 
tributes to the artist’s Basque inheritance. Additionally, by referring to Gabriel Aresti’s most 
celebrated civic poem, as well as incorporating the aesthetic principles of the void as articulated 
by Jorge Oteiza, Chillida placed himself in dialogue with the greatest Basque cultural 
practitioners of the twentieth century. In this way, Gure Aitaren Etxea can be used in the manner 
Clarke suggests in the above passage: as an avenue for Basques hoping to understand their 
unique cultural heritage.  
Despite the undeniable richness of these culturally specific influences, the sculpture’s 
magnitude transcends its Basque connotations and, to borrow a phrase from Charles Baudelaire, 
“distills the eternal from the transitory.”102 Centuries down the road, long after Franco’s attack 
on unarmed civilians has migrated to the recesses of history, the sculpture’s spiritual resonance 
will persevere. As the final verse of Aresti’s poem concludes, just as the house will remain long 
after the poet has passed, so too will Chillida’s sculpture. This is because Chillida’s work is not 
only an investigation into the nature of space, but also an artistic inquiry into faith. In its 
persistence of form, Gure Aitaren Etxea stands as a primordial monument, one that dwells in an 
eternal place, accessible across cultures and time. It is an invitation into the divine, a rift in the 
 
101 Clarke, The Basques, 76. 
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universe that indicates what J.F. Martel deems the “transcendentalist principle.”103 In more direct 
terms, some may choose to simply call it God. Whatever it is, once again, art proves itself as the 
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Figure 1. Eduardo Chillida in his studio. Published in Chillida.  








Figure 2. View of Gure Aitaren Etxea, 1988, from the Parque de los Pueblos de  



















Figure 3. Construction of Styrofoam Model, March 1987. Published in  
















Figure 4. Construction of Wooden Form, March 1987. Published in Chillida at Gernika.  


























Figure 6. Pablo Picasso, Guernica, 1937.Oil on canvas, 349.3 x 776.6 cm. 





Figure 7. Gernika after the bombing, April 1937. Photograph  
courtesy of the Documentation Center of the Bombing of  







Figure 8. Gure Aitaren Etxea, (detail), 1988. Photo by the  









Figure 9. Example of a traditional Basque funerary stela.  
Published in Oteiza’s Selected Writings. Reno: U. of Reno, NV,  



















Figure 10. Ilarik (Funeral Stele), 1951. Wrought iron, 
















Figure 11. Estela a Picasso (Stele for Picasso), 1975. Iron,  







Figure 12. Haizearen Orrazia, 1977. Donostía, Spain. Photo by the author, 2019. 
 
 
Figure 13. Chillida and Jose Tasende at the Tasende Gallery, La Jolla, CA,  




Figure 14. Gabriel Aresti, circa 1970. Photograph courtesy  














   
 
 
Figure 15. Cover of Harri eta herri, Gabriel Aresti, 
circa 1972, featuring an image of Chillida’s 
sculpture Bas-Relief, 1972. 
 
Figure 16. Bas-Relief, 1972. Alabaster. Published in 





Figure 17. Gure Aitaren Etxea, 1988. Parque de los Pueblos de Europa, Gernika, Basque 



















                    
Figure 18.  In Praise of the Air, 1956. 










Figure 19. In Praise of the Void, V, 1982. Steel, 





Figure 20. Martin Heidegger and Chillida at Galerie im Erker,  
Saint-Gall, October 1969. Photograph courtesy of the Foto-Archiv der  
Erker-Galerie, St. Gallen, Switzerland.  
 
 
Figure 21. Die Kunst und der Raum, no. 4, 
1969. Lithocollage, 21.5 cm. x 15.5 cm. 
Photograph via Image Bank VEGAP. Artist 
Rights Society, New York/ VEGAP, Madrid.  
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Figure 22. Rumor of Limits IV, 1959. Iron, 105.5 x 94 x 76 cm.  














Figure 24. Oteiza, Retrato de Zadi Zañartu, 
1935. Published in Oteiza Propósito 
Experimental. Madrid: Fundación Caja de 
Pensiones, 1988. 36.    
 
Figure 25. Oteiza at the São Paolo 





Figure 26. Oteiza, Model of “The Cube.” Published in  
Oteiza’s Selected Writings. Reno: U. of Reno, NV,  
























Figure 28. Oteiza, Desocupacion no cubica del espacio, 1958-59. Painted steel,  









Figure 29. Gurutz III, 1975. Alabaster. Basilica de Santa María, Donostia,  
Basque Country.  
 
 
Figure 30. Chillida with his wife Pilar Belzunce-Chillida and Jesuit priest Antonio  
Beristain (left), Basilica de Santa María, Donostia, Basque Country. Published in  
“Cómo Chillida, Beuys y Tàpies viven el arte y la religion,” Antonio Beristain.  
Eguzkilore no. 22. San Sebastian, 2008. 53-65.  
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Figure 31. Gravitación XL, 1987-88. Collage of handmade paper, black ink, 











Figure 32. Elogio del horizonte (Eulogy to the Horizon), 1990. Concrete, 15 x 12 x 10 m.  








Figure 34. Richard Serra, Nine, 2019. Forged steel, nine rounds between 108 x 274.3 cm  
and 213 x 243 cm. Gagosian Gallery, Manhattan, New York. Photo by the author,  

















Figure 36. Henry Moore, Large Figure in a Shelter, 1986. Bronze, 7 meters. Parque de los 
Pueblos de Europa, Gernika, Basque Country. Photo by author, July 2019.  
 
